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ABSTRACT 

Neneng Rafika, 2019: Morpholo 

gical Interference of English Use in Instagram Accounts’s Cyv_music. An  

undergraduate Thesis. English Studies Departement. Faculty of Adab and  

Humanities. State Islamic University Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung.  

Supervisor: 1. Hj. Ruminda, M.Hum., : 2. Dedi Sulaeman, M.Hum.  

This thesis deals with the morphological interference analysis contained in the 

comments column on the @Cyv_music account Instagram. Morphological 

interference occurs in the field of grammatical interference. In this study the 

researcher uses Weinreich’s theory (1963( discusses the type of grammatical 

interference and the theory of O’Grady and Guzman (1989) discusses the 

morphological process, especially in the affixation process. After that, this study 

uses a qualitative method to explain the words included in grammatical interference 

using sociolinguistic and morphological analysis. The step taken include 

classification comments on the @Cyv_music account. Then classify it into one type 

of grammatical interference, namely the addition of language elements into other 

languages and analyze the data into morphological processes. Based on the 

research, the researcher have the conclusion 40 words form grammatical 

interference in the @Cyv_music account Instagram. In this study, there is only one 

of three types of grammatical interference. From 40 data obtained on the 

@Cyv_music account, it is included in the type of adding language elements to other 

languages. From 40 data obtained on the Instagram account @Cyv_music, the 

morphological process occurred, namely prefix and suffix. There are 15 data 

included in the prefix and 25 included in the suffix. The data consist of the transfer 

of Indonesian prefix –di.  The data are difollow, diread, and ditag, Indonesian prefix 

–nge. The data are ngedance, ngefly, ngerepost, ngecheat, and ngejudge, and prefix 

–meng.  The data are mengcover. The data consist of the transfer of Indonesian 

Suffix, nya-. The data are partnya, endingnya, feedsnya, positivenya, slownya, 

soundnya, coachnya, partnya, supportnya, sourcenya teamnya, attitudenya, 

presenternya, tunenya, viewernya, and perfomancenya. The data Indonesian suffix 

an-. The data are coveran, settingan, and postingan. The data Indonesian suffix kan-

. The data are translatekan. The data is a form of grammatical interference that 

happened because of the transfer of morphemes of Bahasa Indonesia into English.  
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